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Abstract

Design of next generation network systems with predictable behavior in all situations poses a significant challenge. Monitoring of events happening at different points in a distributed environment can detect the occurrence of events that indicates significant error conditions. We use Modular Timing Diagrams (MTD) as a specification language to describe these error conditions. MTD’s are a component-oriented and compositional notation. We take advantage of these features of MTD and point out that, in many cases, global MTD specifications describing behaviors of several system component can be efficiently decomposed into a set of sub-specifications. Each of the sub-specifications describes a local monitor that is specific to the component on which the monitor is intended to run. We illustrate the compositional nature of MTD in describing several network monitoring conditions related to network security.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis provides a framework to monitor network systems that are vulnerable and requires constant monitoring. We accomplish this using Modular Timing Diagrams, a compositional notation, along with Apache Spark [53], a distributed computing framework. The high level specifications written in the MTD notation are converted to a text file which is then provided as an input to Spark. If some suspicious activity is detected, an alarm is raised and the network administrator is notified.

1.1 Problem Description

Multi-component, network services, such as banking and financial services, may be delivered across large disparate networks. These services need to be delivered reliably and robustly. Although simulators and network analyzers can detect some network errors, due to the potentially large state space associated with the network size, analysis may be infeasible. We use network analysis to detect unauthorized access. However network analysis is a difficult, complex and demanding task. Therefore we describe monitors designed to detect and report the occurrence of significant network events.

Formal verification is used to find intricate errors that are hard to detect by testing [35]. One approach to Formal verification is model checking [13]. In the worst case, a model checker may need to analyze all reachable system states, and even modest-sized finite state systems may have state spaces of enormous size[17]. Although in recent years model checking has seen much improvement [11, 6], applying it in real-world scenarios, such as network systems, remains a challenge. Testing [51] is used in practice to detect bugs in the
system. However testing in general is, not an exhaustive procedure and it is possible that a significant bug goes unreported and later affects the system. Hence, runtime verification [33] is often used in conjunction with testing to check program correctness during system execution.

Providing a mathematically precise notation for describing essential aspects of distributed systems - in this case, system requirements - may be a complex task. Temporal logic[17] is often used in this regard. Typically, specifications for distributed systems are written from a global perspective, while event monitoring at the individual process locations is necessarily a local concern. Thus it is important to adopt a notation for writing global specifications that also characterizes the local events of interest.

1.2 Approach

Modular Timing Diagrams (MTD) [3], which is a component-oriented and compositional notation, is used as a specification language for describing the occurrence of significant error events during the system operation. We take advantage of the two aforementioned properties of the notation and point out that, in many cases, global MTD specifications can be efficiently decomposed into a set of sub-specifications in a straightforward manner. Each of the sub-specifications describes a local monitor that is specific to the component on which the monitor runs. A separate, standalone component maybe used to collect the result of several distributed monitoring components. In this regard, we make use of this compositional nature of MTD to translate the single specifications into distributed sub specifications of several parts. Each part in itself is an MTD describing the occurrence of error conditions at a particular location in the network. MTD components are designed to monitor all events and messages local to the network nodes they are running on and raise alarms to notify network administrators of the occurrence of a specified error event.

Modular Timing Diagrams was proposed as a notation that ties together visual specification and modular reasoning of asynchronous system. MTD notation can be used to represent universal properties of asynchronous system. Universal properties are properties that hold for all computation in the system. MTD is an extension to timing diagrams[2] used frequently in the hardware industry to specify timing and ordering properties of hardware protocols. Timing diagrams are simple and intuitive but are unable to express iterations and disjunctions. MTD on the other hand not only provides a way to represent those properties, but is also expressive enough to describe any \( \omega \)-regular property.

High level specifications of a network system are described using MTD notation. These specifications are error conditions which can result in data loss or unauthorized access. The
individual MTDs are then transformed into a modular specification file, which is described later. Once the file is generated based on the previous attacks on the system, it is easy to analyze the new requests with Apache Spark[53] and classify them as attacks or normal requests. As part of the framework we describe an approach to monitor network system using MTD. Our experience of using MTD with Spark to monitor network system is very encouraging and we were able to perform the monitoring task with minimal lines of code.

Data transfer in network protocols can lead to security vulnerabilities in the system. Transmitting data over a network allows third parties to access the data resulting in data loss. One approach in mitigating this is user authentication where a user is verified before they are provided access to the resources. Chapter 4 describes how user authentication can be represented and monitored using MTD.

1.3 Organization

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes the background necessary to understand the thesis. In Chapter 3 the syntax and semantics of MTD are described. Chapter 4 looks at several network security concerns and their description using the MTD’s. In Chapter 5, an example environment network with MTD monitors is built with Apache Spark. A brief conclusion with suggestions for future work is given in Chapter 6.
Chapter 2

Background

The goal of this thesis is to describe the use of compositional nature of MTD for monitoring network systems. This chapter covers the theoretical background necessary to understand this work. First, the literature and related work around timing diagrams are covered in detail. Then we describe Apache Spark, the framework used in this work. Later, we look at various other ways of monitoring network systems and show how our work differs from them.

2.1 History

Timing Diagrams are often used in hardware industries to specify behaviour for circuit components. Several researchers have investigated the use of timing diagrams for verification. In his paper, Boriello et al [9] provided an approach for symbolic timing verification of timing diagrams. However timing diagrams lacks a precise notation and as such is unsuitable for verifying correctness. Therefore, a representation with more precise semantics that also allows for an efficient, compositional model checking algorithm, such as the Regular Timing Diagrams, is necessary.

Fisler et al [16] showed that we can translate timing diagrams into temporal formulas. In her paper, Amla et al [3] illustrates an efficient model checking algorithm using Regular Timing Diagrams by verifying a master-slave model. Regular Timing Diagrams [2] are an intuitive notation but one cannot express disjunction and iterations using them. Nina further proposed a class of timing diagrams called Modular Timing Diagrams [3] that not only handles these properties but is also as expressive and intuitive as the omega regular
languages. In this work we show to use the Modular Timing Diagram notation to monitor network systems.

There are, however, other notations used to describe high level implementation scenarios. Message Sequence Charts[49](MSC) are the standard way for describing them, particularly in the case of communication protocols. MSC are used to represent properties written in temporal logic and then comparing the execution paths of two different processes. MTD on the other hand specifies universal properties of an asynchronous system and hence is complementary to the MSC notation. Although Timeline Diagrams [44] present universal properties too, they are limited to totally ordered sequence of events. Thus MTD can be viewed as a compact form of set of timelines. Damm et al [19] in their work proposed Live Sequence Charts. Chai and Schlingloff [14] provided an approach to monitor systems with by extending Live Sequence Charts.

### 2.2 Monitoring Network Systems

Formal Verification is a way of proving that system satisfies correctness properties. There are three parts of formal verification.

- A mathematically precise description of system execution behaviour.
- A logic to represent properties about the system.
- An algorithm to check if the properties are satisfied by the system.

One approach to this is model checking. In model checking systems, properties are represented by temporal logic and checks are provided to see whether the system satisfies the given properties. However model checking is not practical for network systems of even modest size because of the huge state space associated with the system [7].

Runtime Verification deals with the study and application of verification techniques that monitors the system under scrutiny at runtime and checks whether the run of the system satisfies or violates the correctness property. The main tool for runtime verification are monitors whose sole purpose is to check whether the system behaviour satisfies correctness properties. Typically monitors are generated from higher level specifications of system design. These specifications are generally written in Linear Temporal Logic [4]. The goal of thesis is to explore the use of compositional MTD notation to represent high level specifications of network system design.

Networks have become more vulnerable after the shift from location-restrictive access to unrestricted access. Hewlett Packard in its report said there has been a 176% increase in cyber crime since 2010. Some of these attacks follow certain known patterns. For example, accessing a user account from a certain IP address in rapid succession is one of the ways to exploiting network services making the network inaccessible to intended users. This type of attack is classified as denial of service[29]. Other types of attacks could be sending or receiving abnormal bytes of data or accessing multiple ports simultaneously.

Various tools have been developed for monitoring network systems. They detect anomaly in the network by matching the network state to patterns or set of rules describing characteristics of anomalies[41]. Yu Gu et al. [24] proposed a technique to detect anomalies in network traffic using maximum entropy estimation. Brutlag et al [12] used Holt Winter Forecasting[15] model to predict future traffic based on the history of network traffic. Bro et al [38] monitored network system by monitoring network link over intruders traffic transit. Yuh Huang and Thomas Wicks [27] gave a distributed intrusion detection framework using attack strategy analysis. Sekar et al[42] gave a specification language for network intrusion detection system which enables a strict static and dynamic checking. This thesis introduces the use of compositional nature of MTD’s in conjunction with Apache Spark for monitoring network systems.

2.3 Apache Spark

Apache Spark is a in-memory cluster computing framework designed for large scale data processing. Spark is 100X times faster than other distributed computing framework called Hadoop[43]. The speed can be attributed to the fact that Spark keeps the intermediate data cached in local JVM. Hadoop on the other hand writes the intermediate data on to the disk, which is expensive. Apache Spark applications can be written in any of Scala, Python and Java. Spark stack shown in Figure 2.1 comes bundled with tools like Spark SQL, MLlib, Spark Streaming and GraphX.

- SparkSQL: Unified access to structured data, provides compatibility with Apache Hive
and standard connectivity to tools like JDBC[25] and ODBC[23].

- Spark Streaming: For scalable fault tolerant streaming applications, Spark can run in both batch and interactive mode.

- MLlib: Scalable Machine Learning library.

- GraphX: Large Scale Graph Processing Framework.

Figure 2.1: Apache Spark Framework

2.3.1 Resilient Distributed Datasets

The main abstraction for computation in Spark is Resilient Distributed Datasets [52]. RDD’s are defined as Read Only fault-tolerant, parallel data structures[52]. RDD support two kinds of operations transformations and actions. RDD can store results in memory and can apply simple transformation such as join or map. Due to the immutable nature of RDD’s each transformation results in the creation of new RDD. Spark creates direct acyclic graph of these transformations. Once the RDD’s are defined through transformations, actions can be applied on them. Actions are operation that returns a value (count, collect and save). These actions include functions like count, foreach, countbykey and first In Spark RDD’s can be stored in disk by calling persist. Since it is just an RDD it can be queried via SQL Interface or machine learning algorithms etc.

2.3.2 Spark Streaming

Spark Streaming is part of the spark stack and enables processing of live stream of data. After capturing data for a predefined interval, batches are created on which data manip-
ulation operations such as map, reduce or join are performed. Since Spark Streaming is
built on top of Spark users can apply machine learning algorithms using MLLib and graph
processing operations can be performed using GraphX.

Once the data is transformed or manipulated it can be stored in database or file sys-
tem. Spark provides an API for processing live continuous stream of data called DStream.
DStream is represented internally as Resilient Distributed Datasets and lets user manipu-
late them through a series of operation. Once the operations are performed the results are
returned in chunks. Dstream provides both stateless and stateful operators. Stateless op-
erators such as map or join are those which act independently on each interval. Operators
can be stateful with windowing over several batch intervals.

2.4 Monitoring Network System with MTD

The main goal of this thesis is to monitor network systems for violations described using
compositional Modular Timing Diagrams. This covers various security vulnerabilities oc-
curred due to user authentication and dos attacks. Apache Spark provides the distributed
framework necessary to utilise the compositional nature of MTD and it also contains API
for live streaming of data which is required in case of network systems.

Data can be ingested from many sources like Kafka, Twitter, HDFS or TCP into Apache
Spark. For monitoring network systems using MTD’s the main source of live data are the
TCP servers. These TCP servers analyzes all the incoming requests and classify them as
normal or attack.

The high level specification provided by the network administrator are represented
using our compositional MTD notation. These high level specifications represent the error
conditions that may come from attack on the system. MTD notation is manually converted
into a text format called MSF file described later. This MSF file is given as input to Apache
Spark which parses the file and extract useful pattern/information out of it. The extracted
information is then use to verify each incoming connection request and an alarm is raised
if some suspicious activity is detected.
Chapter 3

Modular Timing Diagrams

In this section, the syntax and semantics of modular timing diagrams is discussed. Modular timings diagrams (MTD) are an extension of the regular timing diagram\cite{1} notation. A regular timing diagram (RTD) module is defined over a finite time period and represents timing dependencies between events that occur in the time period. These RTD modules are linked together by construct to form an MTD. The constructs can denote forking, deterministic choices or iteration. An example MTD with symbols is shown in Figure 3.1.

3.1 Informal Description

MTD semantics are represented by sequences of change events. Each event sequence is described by a precondition and postcondition. As shown in Figure 3.1, a precondition is denoted by dashed rectangle that indicates the initiation sequence of an event. A postcondition is represented by solid rectangle indicating the outcome of an MTD condition. Filled node at the beginning indicates an initial precondition node represented by an empty RTD. Precondition and postcondition are linked together by a connector. Terminal nodes are subset of postnodes and are not associated with an outgoing connector. A connector can be a conjuctor or a disjunctor based on the event. Symbol $\lor$ with guards specifies a disjunctor denoting deterministic choices. Symbol $\land$ indicates a conjuctor and represents branching.

MTD checks begin at the initial node which can be an empty node, a precondition or a postcondition. Edges between nodes are labelled by Guard condition. The successors
of precondition nodes are only validated or checked if the guard condition on the edge of precondition node holds. What successors of the current node are to be checked is determined by the connectors. An $\lor$ connector with guards indicates selection of a unique successor while $\land$ requires that all successor nodes are checked. Iterations are allowed in MTD by looping. An example of looping shown in Figure 3.1 can be represented by an arrow from initial node back to the empty node. If a precondition is satisfied its associated postcondition node must be satisfied. All postcondition nodes used in current work are represented by RTD’s with no looping conditions. Therefore each of the post condition can be represented by a deterministic finite automaton.

### 3.2 Modular Timing Diagrams: Syntax & Definition

An MTD is specified by a number of variables, each taking a finite set of values. An MTD models sequences of change events over time. Event MTD specifies the ordering and dependencies between different events with respect to time. An event can be denoted by a pair $(n, i)$ where $n$ is the variable linked to a domain $D_n$, and $i$ denotes the position of an event.

If one event is sequentially dependent on another event, such dependencies are called
**sequential dependencies** and are represented by a curved line as shown in Figure 3.2. The transition or dependency of one event to another consumes clock cycles, denoted by a pair \((a, b)\) where \(a\) occurs before \(b\). Vertical lines in the diagram denote disjoint sets of concurrent dependencies.

A Waveform denotes changes in value of an event variable (see Figure 3.2). Each component RTD is specified by waveforms and timed dependency between points on the waveform. The values could be 0 (Low), 1 (High) and \(X\). \(X\) denotes unspecified values. The \((a, b)\) waveform is shown in Figure 3.2.

Modular timing diagrams are formed by composing together RTDs. The definition of point, event, RTD and MTD are discussed in the next few paragraphs.

**Definition 1: Point** A point \((p, i)\) associates the variable \(p\) with a particular time instance in the computation, \(i\) and a value to the variable. For the RTD in Figure 3.2: \((a, 0), (b, 0), (a, 1)\) and \((b, 2)\) denote points in the waveform \((a, b)\).

**Definition 2: Regular Timing Diagrams** A Regular Timing Diagram is defined by a tuple of the form \((p, S, E, SD, CD)\) where

- \(p\) is a set of point defined over the waveform, \(WF\).
- \(S\) represents a finite set of variable names associated with the events over a period of time. A single variable name is denoted by \(s\).
- For every \(s\) there is a finite set of events \(E(s)\) represented as \([s, 0], [s, 1], ..., [s, n_s]\).
- \(SD\) denotes a set of sequential dependency on points in the waveform, \(WF\). Each SD is denoted by \((p, i) \xrightarrow{[a,b]} (q, j)\), where \((p, i)\) and \((q, j)\) denotes two points in \(WF\). The value \(a, b\) represents a timing dependency. Here \(a \in N\) is a natural number and \(b \in N \cup \infty\) and \(1 < a < b\). Figure 3.2 gives a simple example of sequential dependency, at points \(c\) and \(d\).
- \(CD\) is a set of disjoint points called concurrent dependency. Figure 3.2 shows concurrent dependencies at point \(e\) and point \(f\).
Another import term for understanding MTD is an event. An event is a change in value of a variable wrt. time. Example of events can be the change in state of a button, a user logging activity or a click on the webpage.

**Definition 3: Event** An event in an RTD \((p, S, E, SD, CD)\) is defined as follows.

- \(E\) denotes an event.
- If \(s\) denotes a variable, linked to an event then \((s, 0)\) is an event.
- For an event \((s, i)\), if there is a change in value from \(s(i)\) to \(s(j)\) then \((s, j)\) as event.
- If \((s, i)\) is in concurrent dependency with an event, then \((s, i)\) is an event.
- For a sequential dependency \((p, i) \xrightarrow{c, c} (q, j)\) if \((p, i)\) is an event then \((q, j)\) is an event.

**Definition 4: Modular timing Diagram** A modular timing diagram is specified by a tuple \((N, C, I, F)\) where,

- \(N\) denotes the finite set of nodes. The set consist of two types of nodes \(N_{pre}\) and \(N_{post}\) where \(N_{pre}\) denotes a set of pre nodes and \(N_{post}\) denotes a set of post nodes.
- \(C\) represents a set of connectors, \(C \in \{\lor, \land\}\). \(\lor\) connector \(\in N \times 2^{G \times N}\). Where \(G\) is set of guards or boolean expressions. These guard are set of intersection constraints. Further, \(\land\) connector is an element of \(N \times 2^N\). Figure 3.1 shows an example MTD with all the components labelled.
- \(I \subseteq N_{pre}\) is a set of initial nodes.
- \(F\) is a set of fair nodes that defines co-Buchi acceptance condition.

3.3 Semantics

This section describes the semantics of MTD’s as mentioned in the original paper [3]. The semantics of an MTD is a set of infinite sequences over a vector of variable values declared in the component RTD’s. Each of the vector values represent a state. The semantics is specified using a \(\forall\)-automaton. The language of the automaton is the semantics for an MTD.
3.3.1 ∀-automaton

The deterministic ∀-automaton, $A$, can be denoted by a tuple $(\Sigma, Q, Q_0, \delta, F)$ where $\Sigma$ is a finite set of symbols called an alphabet; $Q$ is a finite set of states; $Q_0 \subseteq Q$, is a nonempty set of start state of the automaton; $\delta$ is a transition function specified by $\delta: Q \times \Sigma \rightarrow 2^Q$, where $Q^+ = Q \cup \{\epsilon(q) : q \in Q\}$; $F \subseteq Q^\omega$ denotes a set of accepting sequences. A word is a finite sequence of letters in $\Sigma$. The set of all possible finite words over $\Sigma$ is denoted by $\Sigma^*$. A run of the ∀-automaton, $A$, on input string $\sigma \in \Sigma^\omega$ is an infinite sequence $\rho$ from $(Q \times N)^\omega$ starting with an initial state $Q_0$. A representation of the form $(q, i)$ indicates the current state of the automaton is $q$ and is reading symbol $\sigma_i$. A run is valid if for initial state, $\rho_0 = (q, 0), q \in Q_0$ and, $\forall i \in N, \rho_i = (q_i, a_i)$ and $\rho_{i+1} = (q', a')$ where $a' = a$ and $\epsilon(q') \in \delta(q, \sigma_a)$ or $a' = a + 1$ and $q' \in \delta(q, \sigma_a)$. The input is accepting if the projection of $\rho$ on $Q$ is in $F$.

3.3.2 RTD Language

The language for, $r$, for a non empty RTD, is specified by a DFA, $(S, \zeta, SD, CD)$. The language for the automaton is a set of finite strings $z$ in $\Sigma^*$ that satisfy the following condition. For each string there is a locator function, which determines the position of the events in the string. The locator function for $z$ is specified by $\lambda_z: \zeta \rightarrow [0..|z| − 1]$ such that

- The value of each event in $\zeta$ can be located in $z$ and has a value consistent with that in $r$. If $\lambda_z(s, i)$ has a value $p$ then value of $s$ at the $p$ position on $z$, $z_p(s) = v(s, i)$.
- Let value of $\lambda_z(s, i) = k$ and $\lambda_z(s, i + 1) = l$, then for every $j$ that lies in $[k, l)$, the value of $s$ at $j$th position of $z$, $z_j(s) = v(s, i)$.
- For each sequential dependency specified as, $(s, i) \rightarrow_c (t, j)$, where $c$ denotes the timing constraint of the form $(clock, [a, b])$. The number of events between $\lambda_z(s, i)$ and $\lambda_z(t, j)$ is in $[a, b]$.
- For each pair of events, $(s, i)$ and $(t, j)$ in concurrent dependency $cd \in CD$, $\lambda_z(s, i) = \lambda_z(t, j)$.
3.3.3 MTD Language

An MTD, $T$ composed of RTD’s $\{r_i\}$ is denoted by a tuple $(N, C, I, F)$. The $\forall$-automaton, $B_T$ for $T$ is defined as follows: For RTD $r_i$, let $B_i = (\Sigma, Q_i, \{q_0\}, \delta_i, F_i)$ where $Q_i$ finite set of states; $\{q_0\}$ is a nonempty set of initial state; $F_i$ is the set of final states. The set of states for $\forall$-automaton, $B_T$, is $(\cup_i Q_i) \cup \{t_i | i \in N_{term}\}$. A transition of $B_T$ includes the transitions of each $B_i$ along with new transitions in the given order.

- If $r_i$ denotes a terminal post node, then for each $q \in F_i$ and $a \in \Sigma$, add $\delta(q, a) = \{\epsilon(t_i)\}$, add $\delta(t_i, a) = \{(t_i)\}$. This represents a transition from final state of terminal nodes to the state that accepts any subsequent set of values.

- If $r_i \land$-connected to $r_j, \ldots, r_k$ then for each $q \in F_i$ and $a \in \Sigma$, add $\delta(q, a) = \{\epsilon(q_0^i), \ldots, \epsilon(q_0^k)\}$. This represents forking, and every node is accepting.

- If $r_i$ is $\lor$-connected to guards $g_j, \ldots, g_k$ to RTD’s $r_j, \ldots, r_k$ then for each $q \in F_i$ and $a \in \Sigma$, add $\delta(q, a) = \{\epsilon(q_0^l)\}$, where $g_l(a)$ is the unique guard that holds for $a$. This denotes deterministic choices.

The acceptance condition ensures that any infinite path should get stuck in prenodes or should be in infinitely often accepting states for post nodes. Thus whenever a run enters nodes of MTD, it must either satisfy all the pattern in the post nodes, or it should exit at the prenode.
Chapter 4

Security Vulnerabilities

Security vulnerabilities are network communication flaws that may result in sharing secure information or in denying users access to information which they must be able to access. Our testing dataset contains attacks that can be classified into four broad categories wide enough to encompass the major attacks. We describe them below.

- Denial of Service[29] (DoS) is an attack where the attacker floods the server with requests affecting its performance. Examples include Syn flood[37] and teardrop attacks[30]. A DoS attack on a system, called land[21], is when the attacker sends spoofed SYN packets with source and destination having the same address.

- Remote to Local (R2L) attacks concerns unauthorized access from a remote machine. Eg. password guessing[20].

- User to Local (U2L) attacks involve unauthorized access to local superuser privileges. The attacker exploits the vulnerability to gain access to the root account despite having only normal user privileges. Eg. buffer overflow attacks[18].

- Probing[54] is gathering information about a network system to breach its security. Eg. portscanning.

Some of the security vulnerabilities that cause modern data breaches and their specification are highlighted below.
4.1 User Authentication

Organisations need to know the identity of a user before allowing them access to the system. This prevents misuse of data, forging emails and keeps the system secure. Before logging into the system the user is requested to enter his credentials. This process is termed authentication.

An attack on this kind of system generally falls under R2L where a remote machine tries to gain access to a forbidden resource.

To verify that the system’s authentication is not violated we represent the user authentication process using our MTD notation shown in Figure 4.1. Authentication process on the server side can be represented as a sequence of events in MTD and the outcome of logging after verification is a post condition in MTD. MTD can also represent two-way verification process by synchronizing the verification process at each level and linking it through an MTD node. We present the steps of authentication/verification process but not the details of cryptographic calculations since their verification is beyond the scope of this work. To illustrate our work, a detailed MTD for user authentication is given in Figure 4.1.

There are different ways to identify each kind of attack. DoS attack can be identified using the number of requests from a given host. Some probe attacks can be identified based on number of port accessed in a particular time period. However attacks on user authentication, such as R2L, are mostly content based [45]. To detect these attacks, content features such as the number of failed login attacks are used to look for any suspicious behaviour in the data field of the packets. For experiments, our dataset contains attacks marked by the type of R2L attack. We used those attacks as error conditions and generated MTD’s from them for user authentication. Our experiments are further discussed in the next chapter.

A specification for user authentication can be described as:

- Webpage displays a form for user login, in Figure 4.1 denoted by page.
- User enters the login id and password.
- Database loginDb contains a database of all registered users, all incoming login request with valid id and password is matched with .
- If the password is valid, user is given access to the system.
• If invalid password, user is asked thrice to enter the password, failure to enter correct password after three trials results in an alarm and admin is notified.

The main entities involved in the user authentication process is the user account, a webpage to display the login, a database of registered users and a server that directs the request to the database. The user account represented by user are identified by two variables, id and pwd. The webpage provides a view to the system where the user enters details. The webpage is handled by two variables cmd and detail. Server consists of two variables request and db. These variables ensures that each login request is directed to the database for verification. In the current case the database that maintains the list of users is represented by loginDb.

We have specified the following features for verification: the basic user login with valid username and password; the retry password request; specific account access for a particular user. The retry password feature enables the user to reenter password if the password in the database does not match with the valid user account. The user can retry entering the password three times. Failure to enter correct password after the three trials results in blocking the requesting IP to further access the network. In the current example the blocking period is 20 sec represented by server.block. The administrator is notified of the suspicious activity by the variable admin.notify.

MTD diagrams are read from left to right. The ∧ connector at the start indicates that the event has to be validated at any point along the computation provided by a left arrow pointing to the initial node. The precondition node of MTD presents a webpage to the user represented by page and user enters the required details to access the account. A clock represented by clk represents the time frame at which the specific event occurs. It can be seen from Figure 4.1 that verification requests starts just after the server.request variable is set. The database consist of all users registered with their encrypted passwords and user name.

The server verifies the details with the database. If the details entered by the user matches the one in the system the user is given student access. The access level varies according to the user id - a professor access or a student access or an administrative access. Although the login page is the same for all users, what portion of the system is accessible to the user is determined based on credentials. In Figure 4.1 the node after the execution is a postcondition node. The exclusive-or connector above the condition ensures only one active state at a given time. Also it can be seen in the postcondition that server.db.cmd variables ensures that user can enter the password at most thrice but after that the server.request variable is set to false.
If the username and password do not match then the user is asked to re-enter the password in the error message displayed. The postcondition verifies the username and password and passes to the next step of IP verification. A $\lor$ connector indicates the selection of a unique successor while in case of $\land$ all successor nodes are checked. The user is given a limited number of trials set by $server.retry$. If these trials end in failure then the user is asked to register and the account is temporarily blocked for a short period of time specified by $server.db.cmd$.

Once the user details are verified the next task is to verify the IP address as shown in Figure 4.2. Such location specific monitoring may be required in financial service companies, for instance. The main task of IP verification is to prevent suspicious account activity. This usually occurs when some malware is installed in the system resulting in remote access from a false location. If the user is logged in from a location, say $L_1$, at a point of time and from a far-away location $L_2$ after a short period, then the activity is considered suspicious. In such a case, the user is not given access to the system despite providing correct login details. This verification is done by perusing through the last few login activities of the user to find a match with the user’s current location. On failure, the user is blocked with a message saying suspicious activity detected.
In the example shown in Figure 4.2 we assume that the user is located in Germany denoted by variable \textit{user.loc} and all of their requests are coming from Germany. In the preprocessing phase, the \textit{loc} variable provides the location of the request. Initially the server retrieves the \textit{location} of the user and then compares it with their account’s previous locations obtained from the log file, \textit{useractivity.log}. The MTD connector verifies the condition that the variable \textit{user.valid} holds. \textit{user.valid} compares the locations to provide access to the user. In our example, the postcondition indicates that a suspicious activity is detected since the account login is requested from \textit{Germany} while the last few accesses were from \textit{India}.

4.2 Communication Security

Communication security is ensuring secure communication by preventing a third party from listening to the communication. Hiding the parties in communication is one of the ways to achieve this. Attacks on the communication link usually belong to the class of attacks called \textit{probing}. The network administrator provides error conditions that might lead to
attack on the system. These network conditions are represented using MTD. User can make use of the distributed nature of MTD to represent them separately for each machine. MTD can communicate with the server to check each incoming connection. During data transfer between two parties if the data is passing through an unregistered node, this might be an attack on the system and the framework notifies the network administrator about it.

4.3 Network Access Control

Network Access Control (NAC) manages the access to a resource on a server. Access control restricts the data that each registered user can access. NAC also involves the use of various software to restrict access such as firewall and spyware detection tools.

Attacks on a system with NAC can be classified as above into R2L or L2R. MTD checks can be enforced at the initial verification step to limit the access of resources to a particular person. This will ensure a constant monitoring of not only the network systems but also the software on it.

4.4 Email Filtering

Email is critical to any organisation. Emails can serve as delivery system for spyware, worms and viruses. Email is sometimes used as a tool for DoS attack.

Email bomb\[8\] is a form of DoS attack where attacker sends a large number of emails in order to overload the server where the email is hosted. We show that our MTD framework is capable of detecting email bombs. MTD constantly monitors emails coming from different sources by distributing the specifications across different machines. Specifications contain sender’s address, destination address along with the mail domains. Any form of email bombing will result in overloading of server by mails.

Email monitoring happens at two levels. The lowest level is the connection level where the sender’s IP address and domain are checked. Checks are provided to make sure that filtered mails adhere to RFC standard. When an unwanted probe is detected system raises an alarm. In the content level verification the content of the mail is verified. Attachments are examined to check if they are virus free and the mail doesn’t contain suspicious content.

In this work, we are mostly concerned with the connection level verification of emails. Our dataset contains connection string marked with attack and normal. Error conditions
As soon as the mail enters the system it is verified to see if it is coming from a registered domain. Since the mail is not stored unless verified another variable called server starts the verification process. Server checks the database to verify if the mail adheres to RFC standards, and is coming from registered user. Server replies back with a command to indicate weather the mail is valid or not. If the guard condition denoted by mail.valid is true the mail is accepted in the system. If the domain is not valid then the mail is discarded and network administrator is notified, denoted by network.notify. Variable server.request.max denotes the maximum number of request a server can handle at a particular instance of time. This is just a error condition and can very according to the specification. To keep the count of number of request the MTD maintains a variable mail.num. If the number of mails from a particular user exceeds the server.req.max limit, this might be a case of email bombing, so the administrator is notified about it. In Figure 4.3 as soon the user receives more then four mails from the sender per second labeled by mail.num the variable mail.accept becomes false and the mail is discarded.
Chapter 5

Observations

To demonstrate the compositional nature of MTD, we performed various experiments on a cluster computing framework called Apache Spark\[53\]. One of the main reasons for choosing Apache Spark was its performance in handling large amount of real time data.

5.1 KDD dataset

For testing purposes, we used a popular intrusion detection dataset by KDD \[46\]. The dataset is captured from DARPA\[32\] 98 intrusion detection system evaluation program. DARPA is about 4 gigabytes of compressed raw TCP dump data from seven weeks of network traffic. The data consists of around 5 million connections, each of around 100 bytes. A connection represents a sequence of TCP packets from a source IP to target IP

Figure 5.1: Data Format
address, number of bytes sent, types of connection etc. Each row in the dataset is marked with either normal or attack.

A row from the dataset is shown in Figure 5.1. The main fields are labeled. The connection shown in Figure 5.1 denotes a TCP connection with 215 bytes sent and 45076 bytes received. We see that the last field specifies the type of request - type of attack or normal. This field is used to separate normal connections from suspicious ones marked by a type of attack. During the monitoring process, a request to the system or network is observed by monitors immediately.

The KDD dataset is analyzed and all requests marked by a type of attack are extracted. The attacks belong to the four categories of attacks mentioned above. For our system, we extracted all the attacks marked DoS and R2L. The IP addresses associated with these attacks are termed blocked. The connection strings associated with the attacks are then explored. Error conditions are generated from these strings which in turn generate the specifications and hence the MTDs. This dataset is only used to test our approach and should not be used for building real time systems as the dataset reflects traffic pattern more then a decade ago and quite a few newer types of attack have come up since then.

However, in practice, the network administrators provide their own specifications. Figure 5.2 above summarizes the key step in the distributed monitoring process. Initially the system administrator generates high level specification from previous data. This can be log files or datasets of previous user activity. These high level specification contains error conditions associated with the network. Examples of error conditions include blocked IP
addresses, the maximum number of requests per time unit a user is allowed, the number of incorrect password attempts etc.

These high level specification are expressed with our MTD notation. We make use of the compositional nature of MTDs to translate single monolithic specifications into distributed specifications of several parts. Each part in itself is an MTD describing the occurrence of these error conditions at a particular location in the network.

5.2 MSF File

To make the system compatible with Spark and utilize MTD’s compositional nature, the MTD specifications are translated into a text file. The text file is referred as MTD specification file (MSF). Currently, this file is generated manually from the MTDs but a tool for converting diagram to text, written specifically for MTD could be useful for this task. A sample format of MSF is shown in Figure 5.3. The MSF file corresponds to one of the attack marked $R2L$ in the KDD dataset, which is represented by the MTD in Figure 4.1.

The generated MSF file is used as a specification input to Apache Spark on the given dataset. Data is ingested in Apache Spark using the streaming API’s. Spark receives stream of TCP communication data which is then processed by the spark engine. Each connection is then classified as attack or normal based on the specifications provided. Apache Spark’s streaming APIs make it easy to process the live stream of data. The tool analyses the real-time data looking for irregular patterns or fluctuation that might suggest a security breach. As soon as an attack is inferred, the administrator is notified of the security breaches.

MTD specification files contain several keywords. $Pre$ represents a precondition in MTD and $post$ represents a postcondition. The connector to be used is indicated in the MSF by the keyword $Connector$. The $command$ tag indicates the messages exchanged in the system. To handle the events that occur at a certain point in time, we associate a time variable with each command. This variable is assigned either discrete values or indicators such as 'mid', 'end', 'start' etc. In the given MSF, the messages exchanged are $verifylogin$, $errormessage$ and $verifylocation$. The postcondition, which is determined by the guard conditions, is the final state of the system. In our case, the guard conditions are denoted by a variable called $server.db.valid$. When a new user enters the system, the generated MSF is parsed to extract essential information including password, mailid and IPAddress along with the messages that are associated with each user. Here, user denotes not only a person entering the system but also various entities such as a database, a system and a server.
All the experiments were performed on Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Ec2). Five machines were used to work as a cluster. The cluster contains all five \( m1.smaller \) instances. One of the nodes is the master node responsible for scheduling tasks to the rest four slave nodes. The operating system was Ubuntu Server 14.04 LTS.

Spark provides API to access data from different data sources such as HDFS [10], Cassandra [31] and Hive [48]. In our current system we store the data in Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS).

In the Hadoop Distributed File System, the master node is called \textit{namenode}. All other nodes are called \textit{datanodes} and all data processing are performed on them. The MSF files generated from KDD dataset are copied to HDFS. These MSF files are then loaded to Spark as an RDD. The file is then parsed using the Spark API’s available. Due to the compositional nature of MTD, the generated MSF files can be distributed across different slave machines for faster processing. To avoid loading data from disk every time, Spark caches the data in memory.

A graphical view of our cluster is shown in Figure 5.4. To monitor network on a cluster of machines we followed the algorithm described below:
• Generate a large MTD with blocked IP addresses and specifications for monitoring the network system.

• Generate smaller sub-specifications from the MTD. This is possible owing to the compositional nature of MTD.

• Decide the range of IP addresses for each data node based on the previous datasets.

• Each smaller MTD is then converted to an MSF file: in our case, four MSF files containing different ranges of IP addresses are generated.

• Create a Spark cluster, or a cluster of four data nodes and one name node in our case.

• Copy MSF file to the corresponding datanode.

• Channel the new requests to the concerned data node for verification based on the IP address of the incoming request.

The range of IP addresses at each data node is decided based on the test dataset. Each incoming request is directed to the data node associated with its IP address. Once the
request is directed, the MSF file is parsed to match the incoming IP address with the list of blocked IP addresses at that node. In the case of a match, an alarm is raised to notify the administrator of the possible attack.

Since network systems are real-time, Spark streaming API’s can be used to process the real-time data. The real-time data is ingested using the TCP connection. In our test case, the KDD dataset is used and passed to the Spark cluster. The incoming traffic is monitored based on the RDD generated from MSF file.

Our framework is able to detect unregistered IP addresses and blocked IP addresses from the requesting connections. We are also able to monitor cases where the number of requests to a particular server from a single machine exceeds a certain threshold and thus we could prevent any basic dos attack. We also found that the MSF files after parsing, contains the error conditions associated with the four types of attacks and, hence, we conclude that the method of generating MTDs from specifications is effective. Furthermore, our experiments were conducted on a small cluster; we plan to perform them on multi-user network systems.
Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this work we show how to monitor network systems using compositional MTD notation. The main advantage of MTD is its clear graphical interface and its compositional nature making it easier to represent system specifications of network systems. More specifically, we show how to use modular reasoning with MTD properties along with asynchronous compositional reasoning rule to monitor the network. From the error conditions, we generate specifications that describe the attack. We show that converting these diagrams to text, allows us to effectively check the user information for forbidden conditions and detect attacks. To evaluate our approach, we performed our experiments using a distributed framework called Apache Spark. Our MTD components are designed to monitor events and messages across the network nodes and to notify network administrator of the occurrence of a specific error event.

For future work, we plan to test our monitoring approach on an IP based network system. We aim to extend the RTDT [1] tools to MTD to design a graphical editor for them. A tool to generate MSF file from MTD is the next step in our MTD notation. We also want to consider how to combine specifications into an optimal representation. Another important future work could be to use machine learning algorithms to predict abnormal behaviour.
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